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Pelago's Racks Help You & Your Bike Do More.
Pelago is celebrating 10 years of business & focusing on their rack range as a versatile means to expand the utility of any bicycle. #servethepurpose

HELSINKI | April, 2019
Pelago's rack range is designed to enhance a bicycles' functionality, be it a Pelago frame or any other brand. Durable, functional and beautiful – these products are built to serve the purpose.
Check out Pelago's various rack options depadning on your intention of daily errands or epic adventures:
Pelago x Restrap Collaboration
Pelago Front & Rear Commuter Racks
Pelago Stainless Rasket & Basket
Pelago Utility Front & Rear Racks

Pelago manufactures solid and durable commuter racks that allow you to carry cargo on the top and in the panniers on the sides.
PELAGO X RESTRAP

Pelago's collaboration with English bicycle bag brand Restrap is centered around a quick-release system between marrying's Pelago's Commuter Front Rack and Restrap's Rando Bag.
Using innovative Fidlock magnetic bolts, The Restrap's Rando bag can be mounted quickly and easily to the Commuter Rack. This is the first of its kind. Never has a bag been so easy to mount or remove.
All Restrap products are 100% handmade in Yorkshire, England
See the products on Pelago's website here.
THE PELAGO COMMUTER FRONT RACK

The Pelago Commuter Front Rack is a classic porteur style rack, that works great for anything from daily commuting to longer tours. You can easily carry your school books, sports gear, camping equipment or a late night pizza. The rack also has additional attachment points for panniers.The rack is constructed of stainless steel, which
makes it light and durable. The Commuter Front Rack is available in two sizes and both polished or black.The versatile attachment options make the rack easy to install and it fits most bicycles with 26” or 28” wheels. The Commuter rack comes with mounting piece for a front light.
Fits most bicycles
Additional attachment points for panniers
Stainless steel construction
MSRP €99.00
You can find the assembly instructions for the Commuter Front Rack from here.
THE PELAGO COMMUTER REAR RACK

The Commuter Rear Rack isn’t only ideal for daily rides, but is great for touring also. The additional pannier attachment points bring the weight lower and make your ride more stable. They also render the platform free while using panniers. Steering is least affected when a bicycle is loaded at the back, so heavy packages are best kept on
rear racks.

The Commuter Rear Rack is constructed of stainless steel, which makes it light and durable. The rack is available polished or black.

The versatile attachment options make it easy to install and it fits most bicycles with 26” or 28” wheels.
Fits most bicycles
Additional attachment points for panniers
Stainless steel construction
MSRP €79.00
Assembly instructions for the Commuter Rear Rack available here.

Take the weight off your shoulders and put it into one of Pelago's baskets. They work wonderfully with both modern and classic bike models.
THE PELAGO RASKET

Rasket is the brainchild of a rack and a basket. The combination of a sturdy base of a front rack to a basket creates a strong and versatile bicycle basket. Your belongings are within hands reach and thanks to the stable construction the basket doesn’t sway while riding. The rack also has additional attachment points for panniers.
The Rasket is constructed of stainless steel, which makes it light and durable. The Rasket is available both polished or black.
The versatile attachment options make it easy to install and it fits most bicycles with 26” or 28” wheels. The rack comes with mounting piece for a front light.

The platform can hold up to 5 kg and the sides up to 5kg each. Recommended maximum load for Rasket is 15 kg in total.
Fits most bicycles
Additional attachment points for panniers
Stainless steel constructions
€110.00
Assembly instructions for the Rasket available here.
THE PELAGO STAINLESS STEEL BASKET

A simple basket to carry your every day stuff.
The Pelago Stainless Basket is a simple basket designed especially for Brooklyn, but it also fits other bikes with same kind of attachments.

Made of stainless steel, the basket is strong and stylish. The basket mounts to the headset on the top and either to the front dropout eyelets on the bottom or directly to the 10mm axle.

Please note that these baskets requires an 1" threaded steering tube for the top mount. This basket cannot be fitted to an 1 1/8" steering tube.

Sturdy and functional racks to extend the cargo capability of a bicycle.
THE PELAGO UTILITY FRONT RACK

The Pelago Utility Front Rack is a functional accessory designed specifically for our Brooklyn and Bristol models. The sturdy medium-size rack is ideal for carrying boxes, a skateboard, a sports bag, a yoga mat, beach gear and other objects that you find ways to attach.

The rack is mounted to the front brake bolt from the top. The legs attach either to rack eyelets or to a 10mm hub’s axle. Maximum recommended load for the rack is 10kg.
Extends cargo capability of a bicycle
Made of strong, yet lightweight aluminium
Comes in Pelago's Bristol & Brooklyn colours
MSRP €59.00
You can find the assembly instructions for the Utility Front Rack from here
THE PELAGO UTILITY REAR RACK

The Pelago Utility Rear Rack is a functional accessory, designed specifically for our Brooklyn and Bristol models, however it can be installed to other bikes as well as it uses common rack mounting points.

It is ideal for carrying boxes, beach gear, a yoga mat, beverages and other objects that you find ways to attach.

The rack is mounted to bike’s rack mounting points. Mounting screws included. Maximum recommended load is 25kg. The carrier is not approved to carry children, adults or animals.
Extends cargo capability of a bicycle
Made of strong, yet lightweight aluminium
Comes in colours to match Pelago's Bristol and Brooklyn models
MSRP €45.00
You can find the assembly instructions for the Utility Rear Rack from here

More about Pelago
Pelago was founded in Helsinki, Finland in 2009 to cherish cycling as a genuine mode of transport. Pelago believes that a good bicycle represents the freedom to change place, a means for a workout on the way to a meeting, a charge of energy on an early morning ride or simply a good reason to meet with friends. The object becomes a
transparent vehicle for one’s self-expression, a beautiful tool to use. A means to #servethepurpose. Pelago turned 10 in 2019!
Read more about Pelago's 10 Yeart celebrations here.
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Pelago's Racks Help You and Your Bike Do More.
Daily errands or epic adventures, take the weight of fyour back and put it on a #pelagorack!

08 Apr

PEdALED launches the new Odyssey collection
PEdALED believes that experience is an essential element when creating something new. The Odyssey Collection is a culmination of what they have learned since 2007. Crossing Europe in the Transcontinental Race, professional races with Britain’s oldest team, JLT Condor, and exploring Kyrgyzstan during the first Silk Road mountain race steps that were taken to get to develop this
collection.

04 Apr

SPENGLE SHIPS THEIR LATEST AND GREATEST CARBON WHEELS
SPENGLE, the Swiss wheel experts, are now shipping the latest and greatest version of their signature tri-blade wheels, first composed in the early years of MTB.

03 Apr

Silca and FiftyOne Bikes Honor Silca Founder with Tribute Bicycle to be Raffled for People for Bikes
The FiftyOne SILCA Centennial model was hand built in Ireland to commemorate Silca founder Felice Sacchi’s love of Italian sports cars and his personal Alfa Romeo. The classic finish features a racing stripe along the top tube, and the lightweight high tech carbon fibre frame represents the pinnacle of tech, as Sacchi would want. The build also contains elements pointing to the Silca
founder’s auto passion– matching frame & floor pumps sharing the same timeless artwork.

05 Mar

Bookman Urban Visibility wants to increase safety and visibility for style conscious runners with their latest wearable light clip
The Swedish company, Bookman Urban Visibility designs and manufactures visibility accessories with an aesthetic edge for cyclists, runners and pedestrians.
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